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MTASA 22-23 January 2020 Summer Conference Report by Angela Boman  
 
As a Piano teacher providing individual lessons in a local primary school, the MTA conference 
entitled “Beyond the Instrument: Musicianship in private lessons” seemed particularly relevant for 
me. The main themes for the conference were the pedagogy of teaching music to children, and how 
to engage their interests to make them want to succeed on their own instead of being pushed. This 
was achieved by promoting new and different teaching activities that I am looking forward to trying 
with my own students to allow them to each succeed in their own individual way.  
 
The conference had a variety of speakers, some providing a single session but others provided a 
track of sessions over the two-day duration. Many of the speakers were local, but there were also 
speakers that had come from interstate and overseas. From a general perspective the musical 
knowledge and experiences provided by the speakers would be suitable for MTA members that 
conduct individual and small group lessons. Whether they’re teaching from their own homes or 
studios, or within a school, this conference provided all sorts of beneficial ideas and knowledge.  
 
The conference began with a warm welcome from the President of the Music Teachers Association 
of South Australia (MTASA), Sofie Arontoulis and then handed over to the main keynote speakers, 
Susan Head and Alice Yap.  
 
Susan spoke about the whole of body learning. She got the crowd moving in various hands-on, fun 
activities to demonstrate how to strengthen student engagement in our own lessons. Utilising 
physical warm-ups, with additional kinetic adaptations of the Solfege method means students learn 
with their body and mind - whole body learning. I loved her ideas and have already added several 
of the techniques from this session to my own lessons including rhythmical instruments such as 
shakers and taps sticks to make it more fun while “clapping” out the rhythms of the children’s 
songs. Having students move physically while listening to the new pieces they are about to learn 
improves engagement and adds excitement. To better train a student’s ear, we were shown to look 
out for repetition and similar sections in their pieces, grouping them by colour coding, and learning 
those parts first instead of always going from beginning to end. This helps students with their 
confidence and sets up a positive feedback loop to build on each small success. Interactive games 
with flash cards have also been helpful with musical notation and sight reading. Solfege singing with 
hand signs was noted to help with understanding notation. Lastly Susan also gave demonstrations 
of games especially suited for students with ADHD and those on the Autism spectrum. A key 
example of this was sitting on a fit ball or a wobble chair for kids who like to move around, and 
tactile sensory items for use in games to develop fine motor skills and finger dexterity. These 
activities can improve outcomes by focusing physicality, coordination and timings before sitting at 
the piano.  
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Alice Yap commenced her session by speaking about the incorporation of different teaching 
methodologies from Orff, Dalcrose, Kodaly and Susuki. Interestingly these famous musicians all 
studied the psychology of children which helped them to develop different methods of learning 
through play. For children, it was shown how to focus on utilising their voice as an instrument, 
before transitioning into using whole body percussion. Alice relayed her experiences applying these 
methodologies to her own students. Alice studied in Germany, speaks 5 languages including 
German, Malaysian and Chinese and is a believer in continuous learning and improvement. She 
keeps track of her student’s progress in every lesson, promoting the practise of self-evaluation, and 
goal setting. I really like this idea and have begun keeping a similar diary of my own to improve my 
own methods and adaptations to each child’s needs. Alice also spoke about teaching musicianship 
to the students and not just the dots on the pages. Teaching the “knowledge skills and artistic 
sensitivity in music performance.” Similarly to Susan, Alice also spoke about grouping patterns to 
help visualisation of the music which is also helpful in memorisation. This allows students to learn 
quickly and to have fun while doing so.  
 
Alice gave some good examples of teaching different time signatures with rhythmical beat patterns 
to young students to help with their rhythm memory. A good example was using food syllables; one 
beat is “pie”, two beats is “Apple”, three beats is “Pineapple” and four beats is “Watermelon”. I 
really like this idea and have incorporated this into my lessons for young children, sometimes 
getting the students to try to think of examples of their own. She encourages students to feel and 
visualise the length of notes by using physical sensory items.  
 
Before finishing her series of sessions, Alice reiterated the importance of having effective 
communication skills to both students as well as their parents, being sensitive to diverse learners, 
and show a love/passion for music while always learning yourself. Alice is justifiably proud of her 
achievements over her career and wants to leave a legacy by passing on these valuable techniques.  
 
Other guest speakers included Manager of Teachers Registration Board, Sue Fox; Mark Matthews, 
Amelia Monaghan and Samantha Penny.  
 
Samantha Penny “Bigger Better Brains” works with Anita Collins. I found Samantha’s talk interesting 
because of the recent neuroscience studies that linked the evolvement of the whole brain to 
learning music. Helping and aiding improvement in literacy skills, executive function and social skills. 
She believes in “Educate to advocate”. Currently music is seen as an auxiliary subject in schools, but 
she believes it needs to be changed to a core subject because music provides a full brain work out. I 
found it surprising to learn that musicians have 30% heavier brains than non-musicians and have a 
larger “bridge” between brain hemispheres. Newborn babies perceive speech and sound primarily 
as music, so we are all born to be musical!  
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On the second day I chose to listen to Pete Barter about “Finding and keeping great students”. He 
talked about keeping up communication and the importance of maintaining a professional 
impression. He spoke about several assistive IT technologies such as business cards, professional 
looking pamphlets linking QR codes to different learning practise pages. This helps his students use 
his drumming booklets, allowing them to participate online in new fun ways. I have actioned Pete’s 
advice in many ways, designing a new business logo to improve perceived professionalism and 
started a social media page on Facebook for the parents of my students to provide feedback and a 
direct avenue to provide tips & tricks to quickly solve problems they might be having. This 
immediate communication and feedback really helps improve the experience of parents and 
students! As an element of fun, Pete also showed how to create my own musical memes with an 
avatar of myself to express various sentiments.  
 
There were performances from students showcasing their talents and a master class from Dr. David 
Lockett with another group of young performers who gave ideas and directions. Dr. Lockett 
demonstrated illustrating the critique of students playing, listening to their notes and matching the 
next note in volume as the other note before it has faded. These activities contribute to teaching 
musicianship.  
 
After the conference was over, I started strategizing and implementing all the wonderful ideas from 
speakers into my lessons. I am incorporating and communicating more with my peers and parents 
of my students to help the students become better learners with the whole-body learning and not 
just sitting at the piano. I am aiming to have effective teaching adapted towards each student’s 
needs and abilities. The primary take-away from this conference which has changed my approach 
towards teaching is that I am teaching students music not only to become a musician, but also to 
have a healthier and more powerful brain enabling them to be more successful in all areas of their 
life.  
 
The Music Teachers Association of South Australia celebrates their 90th Anniversary this year, having 

a long history as an institution of practising music teachers who teach their instruments to a high 

standard. I’d like to take this opportunity to thank the Teacher’s Registration Board and Music 

Teachers Association for sponsoring my attendance and look forward this newfound knowledge 

having a positive impact on my own teaching over the coming year. 

 

 


